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The existence of generalized Moore geometries of typs GM,(s, o, s + l), with st > 1, is investi- 
gated. In a previous paper it was shown that if the diameter m is odd such a geometry can exist 
only if ~1~7; as a consequence of the main result of the present paper the re-stktion ‘m is odd 
has bewme superfluous. 
1. Jntmduction; She main theorem 
In an earlier paper [I] the authors proved that the intersection matrix L,(s, t) 
of the point graph of a generalized Moore geometry of type G,,, (s, t, s + 1) is not 
feasible if the diameter m is odd and larger than 7. In this paper we deal with the 
case of even diameter. Our main theorem is as follows: 
Thearem 1.1, L,,,(s, t), with m is even, is not feasible if m > 6. 
For the relevant literature and most of the definitions and conventions the 
reader is referred to [I]. The methods used in this p+qxx &en me the same as in 
[l]. That is why we often shall feel fkee to omit the details of the arguments. To 
avoid triviaIities we assume throughout the text that st > 1 and m 32. 
In Section 2 some properties of the reduxd characteristic equation and its 
eigenvalues are discussed. In Section 3 it is proved that in the ‘m is even’ case m 
cannot be larger than 20. In Section 4 the remaining values for m larger than 6 
are eliminated, establishing our Main Theorem. Throughout the paper it is 
assumed that m is even. 
In [1, Section 21 the reduced characteristic equation of I.&s, t) was presented in 
the form 
72Sm(xj+2~~S&+-~2SC,_Z(~)=0. 
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EQerc: T:=&, g:=h+l-a and x:= p/r, where h is any eigenvalue of I,,& t) 
different from s(t + 1). Furthermore the polynomials G(x) were defined in [l, Eq. 
(l)] for i=o:,1,2,.... From this definition one can easily derive that these 
~lynomials .+isfy the 333: FF r+tion r: * 1 ; ,L r : . / 
From (2) it is a@ost bob@s t& &(%I wqlg+ip.oo& evq p?weq of _ x if i is even 
and only odd powers -S I ‘is odd. This property w3Lbe used in the proof of Lemma 
2.1. In that proof we also need [l, Eq. (12)], which is implied by the character- 
istic equatioti. We give that equation here in the form 
[a(~~+~_7)-m-~)-b(l~-l_q-nl+l)la_4Qb(~, 
*. ’ 
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v&m a, b and q are de&em-W& by t=ud, s=bd, d=(s,t) and x=r)+q-? 
Next we substitute m =2~ imE& (3). Some straightforward calculations how 
tbt this equation ad&z+ die following decomposition: 
x[Q(qn+l-,l)-“+- qn + q-n)2- b(,,n _ q-n _ qn-l + 9-n+1)2] = 0, 
Ikse, if we define 
K(X) I= U{&(X) + Sn-l(x))2- b{&-,(x) + S,-~(X))~, (4) 
the reduced charz\cteristic equation implies 
K(X)K(-x) = 0, (5) 
2.L zkS&& Although (5) seems to be quite difkznt from the decomposition i
the odd case, as given in 1::. Eq. (V)], both decompositions can be proved to stem 
from the foilowing splitting of the reduced charac-ceristic equation: 
&X i72&(x)+2s&_l(x) -k s2S&x)) 
= ~&&/~G-z) Jr &__2 (dix)fl;~+~(3 + 2) + sc3Jz293 = 0. 
She mch a proof neck 2 mmbe~ of addition formulas and other identities for S- 
2nd C-polynomials we confked ourselves to giving a direct proof of the decom- 
positkz\? in terms of ti8e variable q. 
Lesannrpl 22. ‘A% 2m rccots of E& (5) are the nz m&s of the reduced characteristic 
e@UHiol~ (1) ?L8gether with their negatives. 
Fronr the propel-q :’ tti;ai S&) is an even function of x if i is even and an 
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odd function if i is odd, it is immediately clear that the negatives of the roots of 
Eq. (1) are roots of the equation 
Y2,K (x) - 2s&_.*(x) + s”s,_,(x‘, = c) 
and vice l’ersa. Since Eq. (3) was brought about (cf. [l, Section 3J) by multiplying 
(1) by r2.!!(x) - ~s&,,,_~(x) +s2S,_Jx), this implies the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let x : = kjlr, where p cmespmds to any eigenuahe of L, (s, t) 
. d diflerenf _@om s(t + 1)
to Q. 
lf L,(s, t) is feasible, then x is linear or quadratic with respect 
Roof. Using [I, Eq (l)] again we can write Eq (3) as . 
ts, (x) - &4(x) = *2x (6) 
Since m is even the LHS of this relation contains only even powers of x. Because 
of the definition x : = g/r we conclude that T can be written as a polynomial in p2 
with rational coefficients. Hence T &Z!(p), whence x &J(p). The lemma now 
follows from the property that F is lizlear or quadratic with respect to 69 (cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 2.ll). El 
In the remaining part of this paper we assume throughout that m > 7 (and m is 
even). Then we know from [1, Theorem 3.21 that feasibility of I,Js, t) implies 
m =2”f, eal, f~(l, 3,5}, (7) 
and moreover that both a and 6 are odd. Along similar lines as in [l] we first shall 
prove that there is an upper bound for e. 
3, Reduction module 2 
Analogous to [1, Theorem 3.31 we have here thk:: following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If m is of the form (7), ken 
K(n) = \\-f \-- - ‘O “y))*” (mod 2), 
and moreover 
iff= 1, 
C&x) mod 2 = iff= 3, 
x(x2+x+ L)* iff= 5. 
Proof. F?om the definition of K(x‘I we have 
From Theorem 3.1 it is clear that K(n) mod 2 is divisible by x2’. This gives rise 
to the folkMng &mra: 
w 3.2. 1j I&, t) is j~i&, then K(x) mod x2 is divisible by 22*-1. , 
YEad. Let k(r) be aa irreducrble factor of K(x). AccorGng to Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2 k(%) is linear or qu&$.c. ’ 
If ‘k(x) ~~ntrihr+a t&b f&actors x to K(x) mdd 2, then it ‘is obvious that the 
co&&ients of k(x) mod x2 are even and so k(x) co&ributes at least one factor 2 
to K(x) mod x”. 
If k(x) 4zcmtdbu.m &ixbel$ One factor x’ t@ ‘K(x) mod 2, then the constant erm ’ 7. 
in k(r) is e&n. One c& c&y verify that any p&r tif such factors k(g) contributes 
at least one factor 2 to K(x) mod x”. The total number of these actors is even, 
since K(x) mod 2 contains an even number of factors x. We conclude that K(x) 
mod x2 must be divisible by 2*-l. ITJ 
Theorem 3.3. lf L,(s, t) is fkadde with m of the form (7), then e S 2. 
IROOQ, From Eq. (2) the following relations GU be derived 
I 1; i =O (mod 4), 
Suppose e *2. h that Cim n is even. 
Application of the above relations to K(n) yields 
FRmun;;t 5.2 now gives that 4 1 /(a - b), which implies ord(a + b) = 1 and hence 
ord(n(fl + h)) = e, sinti a = 2”-‘j. But Lemma 3.2 gks also that ord(n(a -I- b)) 3 
c-1 2 ~J-S zo 2YiSe. This inequality is not true if e>2. 61 
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Only the po ssibilities m E (10,12,20} separate us from Theorem 1.1. These 
cases wiI!l be considered in the last secLion. 
The remainh~p, vaiws for m can be elirlinated by applying once more the 
techniques of DimereIl and Georgiacodis to the polynomial K(x) ., i.e., reduction 
modulo a suitable polynomial (cf. also [ 1, Sect& 5D- 
T!WD~I 4.1. L&q 3) and Lzo(s, t) are not feasible. 
-: * ” 
Root. Let us consider irreducible quadratic facto= of K(x) which reduce modulo 
2 to x2+x-t- 1. For any such factor k(x) we have that k(x) mod(x2+x f 1) has 
even coe:fficients. 
(i) If rn = 10 the polynomial K(x) has 4 of these factors k(x) (cf. Theorem 3.1), 
hence the coefficients of K(x) mod(x2+ x f 1) are all divisible by 24. Now, using 
the recurrence relatii;n (2) we can infer that 
I 
-2x+1, i=3, 
Z$ (x) mod(x2 + x + 1) = 4x+4, i=4, 
2x-5, i=5. 
Substituting these relations in IQ. (4) and making a straightforward ,zz!cuIation 
yields 
K(x) mod(x2 + x + 1) = --(48a + 16b)x - (35a + 2 1 b). 
In the s’ame way we obtain 
‘-1, 
I 
i =3, 
S(x) mod(x”+x - 1) = 0, i=4, 
u. 1, i =5, 
and 
K(x) mod(x2+ x - 1) = a - b. 
The conditions 16 I(35a + 21b) and 16 1 (a - b) imply that 16 I56b which is clearly 
a contradiction since b is odd. 
(ii) Iii m = 20 K(x) contains 8 irreducible quadratic factors which reduce mod 2 
to x2 t x + 1 (Theforem 3.1) and hence the coefficients of K(x) mod(x2 + x + 1) are 
all divisible by 28. Using Eqs. (2) and (4) we obtain 
24x + 3, i =8, 
Si (x) mod(x2 + x + 1) = -24~ - 40, i = 9, 
-40x t.21, i = 10, 
and”- -- i ’ 
K(x) m&(x* + x + 1) = -2’ 9 13u.x - 3i35a i 1369b. 
mc condition 28 27 l 13a is a contradiction since a is odd. Cl 
llmomm 82, L&s, t) is not feasible. 
P&k if P&‘= 12 ~~“folh&from The&em 3.1 that K(x) mod 2 has 8 factors x + 1. 
* *ha that k( 'j ":? :-' 
x can '$e ‘factorized in such ‘a &y that it has 4 quadratic 
factors in Z[x] (beiiig irreducWe Or not) which reduce module 2 to x2+ 1. It is 
obvious that for zury such factor k(x) the residue k(x) mod(x2 + 2x + 1) is divisible 
by 2. Hence, 24 divides K(x) II&K&~+ 2x + 1). In the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 4,l we find 
2x+1, i=4, 
&(x) mod(x2+2x+1)= 
I 
-4x-4, i=5, 
2x+3, i =6, 
and 
K(x) mod(x*+ 2x + I) 52 -4(a -t b)x - 3a - 9. 
The condition 16 IL)(a + 6) bmplies ord(a+ b) > 1 and so ord(3a + Sb) = 1. This 
contradicts the condition 16 !, (3a +%I). 0 
Summarking the results of Sections 3 and 4 we have proved our Main Theorem 
which we present here as: 
The author are indebted to the referee. His suggestions toshorten some proofs 
fiave appeared to be very valuable. Moreover, due to his remarks the whole text is 
now A~ *t more readable form than the original manuscript. 
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